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                           DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS  
                                     - GET CONNECTED  
 
                                      RICHARD ENGLER 
                                              DWIGHT TIQUI 
 
 
DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 
 
A digital data distribution system can be defined as a means of transporting digital data 
from one location to another. In its simplest form, a single conductor can act as a 
distribution system. The World Wide Web on the other hand, is good example of how 
complex a distribution system can become. Obviously the wide variety of distribution 
systems and scenarios available far exceeds the scope of this discussion; therefore I will 
limit this paper to data distributions systems that are relatively small and pertaining to the 
world of telemetry. I will use the digital data distribution system that currently resides at 
the Telemetry Data Center (TDC) at White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) as a model to 
describe three separate, yet overlapping digital distribution systems; the manual patch 
system, the digital switch system, and a digital network system. 
 
 
THE MANUAL PATCH SYSTEM   
       
Sources and Destinations  
 
The Manual Patch System is the simplest of distribution systems. Electrically, the 
components of the Manual Patch consisting primarily of conductors, distribution or patch 
panels, patch cords and distribution amplifiers. These components provide the means of 
routing electrical signals between Source and Destination equipment.  Source equipment 
outputs (Sources) provide the electrical signal that is to be distributed. Destination 
equipment inputs (Destinations) receive the electrical signal.    
(Fig 1.1) 
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In this example, a Source is tied through a conductor to a patch point located on a patch 
panel. Two Destinations are similarly tied through conductors to patch points on the same 
patch panel. A Distribution amplifier (amp) is also tied to the same patch panel. The amp 
is a single input / multiple outputs unit. The amp is used to duplicate and route electrical 
signals to multiple Destinations simultaneously. Patch cords are used to complete the 
connection between the Sources and the Destinations.  
 
 
PATCH PANEL CONFIGURATIONS   
        
Patch Panel Configuration refer to the manner in which amplifiers and 
Source/Destination equipment are physically connected to patch panels. In smaller 
systems, the most efficient method is to simply tie all system components to a centralized 
patch panel. (FIG 1.2)  
 
 

Telemetry
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RecorderBit Sync Decrypter DecomDistribution Amp

FIG 1.2  Typical Telemtry Patch Panel  
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This example shows a simple telemetry distribution system. A single telemetry source 
received from a telemetry site can be patched directly to any of piece of equipment in the 
system, or it can be amplified and sent to multiple pieces of equipment simultaneously.  
Note that some system components can be used as both destinations and sources, for 
example recorders are used as a Destination when recording “live” telemetry data and as 
a Source during data playback. 
 
The complexity of the configuration is directly associated to the number and variety of 
components used in the system; in other words, the larger the system the more complex 
the system. As more equipment is added, additional patch panels and amplifiers are 
required. Trunk lines are conductors tied between patch panels to provide for remote 
panel to panel connections.  
       
As the size and complexity of the distribution systems grows, so do the manual patching 
requirements placed upon of the system operator.  In order to keep the manual patch 
distribution system easy to operate, organization of the system components becomes 
increasingly important. The means of organizing or grouping system components can 
vary greatly depending upon the size of the distribution system and variety of the 
equipment being serviced. Three common ways of grouping system components within a 
distribution system are System Distribution Configuration, Bank System Configuration 
and One to One Configuration. 
 
  
SYSTEM DISTRIBUTION CONFIGURATION 
 
System Distribution Configuration refers to a patching layout where all the major 
components of a single processing system are grouped together and tied to a single patch 
panel or group of patch panels.  In this layout, patching of each processing system is done 
independently, for example signals routed to “System A” are distributed with “System A” 
amplifiers, processed on “System A” Decoms and recorded on “System A” Recorders.  
When multiple processing systems are incorporated, the original patching system is 
duplicated for each additional system. (Fig 1.4)   
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Fig. 1.4 System Distribution Configuration  
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System Distribution Configurations work very well when multiple systems need to be 
operated independently and/or simultaneously. Since the systems are identical or similar, 
the physical wiring of the patch panels should also be similar as possible. System 
conformity will simplify manual patching. Patch Panel labeling should always be 
consistent, up to date and easy to understand. 
 
 
BANK DISTRIBUTION CONFIGURATION 
 
Bank Distribution Configuration refers to a patching layout that groups similar pieces of 
system components together to form “Banks” of resources. Processing systems are built 
by combining individual components from each bank. For example, a working system 
can be configured by patching Bit Sync 1 to Decom  2 while recording on Strip Chart 4. 
(Fig. 1.5) 
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Fig. 1.5   Bank Configuration
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This example shows a Bank Configuration of the same system shown in Fig 1.4.   Bank 
Distribution Systems provide a high degree of flexibility and allows for easier 
troubleshooting. Problems arising from the failure of any individual piece of equipment 
can be easily “worked around” by simply replacing the suspect equipment with another 
member from the same bank. Although Bank Configuration offers a high degree of 
flexibility, patching complexity will increase and an overall knowledge of the systems 
becomes increasingly important.  
 
 ONE TO ONE DISTRIBUTION CONFIGURATION 
 
One to one configurations are a combination of Bank Configurations and System 
Configurations. Processing Systems are built from banked components, but Source and 
Destination equipment are “soft-wired” together to form semi-permanent system 
configurations. A soft-wire patch is a connection made with a patch cord. Soft-wire 
patches are purposely left connected to provide a default setting for the processing 
system. Soft-wire patches only need to be disconnected for special need configurations or 
for trouble shooting purposes. (Fig 1.6). 
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Fig. 1.6 One to One System Configuration
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This example shows a One to One configuration of the same system as displayed in fig 
1.4 and fig 1.5. In this example, both  “System A” and “System B” have  been configured 
so that bit sync 1 is soft-wired to decrypter 1 which is soft-wired to best source 1. A One 
to One configuration reduces manual patching requirements to a minimum, and thus 
reduces the possibility of operator error. Distribution System flexibility is maintained 
through soft-wire patching and troubleshooting is reduced to moving input signals into 
unused components.  
 
ELECTRONIC PATCH SYSTEM 
 
Digital Switch 
 
The Electronic Patching System employs an electronic (Digital) switch to distribute 
digital data from one location to another without the use of manual patch system 
components. The Digital switch works much like a matrix, with input ports populating 
one side of the matrix while output ports populate another. (Fig. 1.8).  
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Fig. 1.8  Digital Switch
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Input signal placed upon a digital switch input port can be routed to any output port or all 
outputs ports simultaneously. Since the digital switch is built to provide multiple outputs 
of the same input source, no external distribution amplifiers are required. 
An example of multiple destination output is shown in Fig 1.8, i.e. Bit Sync 1 is 
connected to Decrypter 1 and Best Source 1. 
 
The digital switch can be controlled via an onboard computer or by a remote host 
computer. Electrical connections between Sources and Destinations are commanded with 
the use of electronic switch software. Digital switch configurations (Setup Files) can be 
saved on the host computer and can be loaded and unloaded very quickly. Rapid system 
reconfigurations dramatically reduce the time required for system setup, and helps in 
reducing the human error that is inherent to manual patch systems.  
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Fig 1.9 shows an example of how an digital switch could be utilized with a multiple 
processing system.  
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Fig. 1.9  Digital Switch
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NETWORK DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
         
A Network distribution system employs a Network Components, (i.e. Either Net) along 
with a with a common data transmission platform (i.e. TCP/IP) to transport digital data 
form one location to another. All Source and Destination equipment tied to the network 
must be network ready, have distinct IP addresses and be able to process similar formats 
of digital data. Destination and Source equipment, as well as data flow are controlled 
with either remote or equipment based computers.  
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Network Distribution works by converting raw telemetry digital data into Data Packets. 
Data Packets contain a combination of raw data along with historical information about 
the raw data. Historical information may include items such as data sync pattern, raw data 
size, word length and time code synchronization. Once raw data has been converted into 
data packets, information is distributed through network wiring systems between 
addressed destination and source equipment. 
 
The diagram shown in Fig 1.11 is typical representation of the equipment used in a single 
telemetry processing system employing a Network Distribution System.  
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Fig. 1.11 Network Distribution System

 
         
 
In this example raw telemetry data is collected at four separate remote telemetry sites. 
Each remote site encrypts the raw data and sends it via Ether Net to the Telemetry Data 
Center. Once at the Processing Center, raw data is decrypted and a Best Source signal is 
generated. The Best Source signal is converted to Packet Data and distributed to Source 
and Destination.  
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Network Distribution Systems completely eliminate manual patch components and 
system configuration setups. Data Speeds available with Network Distribution Systems 
are far superior to other types of distribution systems and are completely computer 
controlled. 
 
 
SUMMARY 
 
From labor intensive Manual Patch Systems to the Computer Operated Networks, Digital 
Data Distribution Systems cover a large array of system types and uses. There is no one 
single distribution system that is best suited for all applications. Most distribution 
systems are a combination of systems types that best suit the situation. Careful 
consideration of factors such as data speed, system components, space considerations, 
and system flexibility will help in designing an efficient distribution system.  
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